Assembly Instructions for 142mm Thru-Axle Adapter

Product Includes:
A- Axle Cap (x2)
B- 5mm x 12mm Spacer (x1)
C- 2mm x 12mm Spacer (x3)
D- Space Cone (x1)
E- Axle Body (x1)
F- #6 Hex Bolt Head (x2)

Configuration for Syntace style:
- Conical spacer positioned to interface with left frame dropout.
- M12x1.00 axle end inserted into right side frame dropout.
- Position left side spacers to prevent right side of axle threads from bottoming out in frame dropout.
- Position right side spacers to cover exposed axle if desired.

Configuration for Maxle/ABP Full Suspension:
- No spacers needed
- M12x1.75 axle end inserted into right side frame dropout.

Configuration for Maxle / ABP hardtail style:
- Conical spacer not needed.
- M12x1.75 axle end inserted into right side frame dropout.
- Position left side spacers to prevent right side of axle threads from bottoming out in frame dropout.
- Position right side spacers to cover exposed axle if desired.